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Lyson Honey Creamer

- Uses European process where honey and seed are repeatedly mixed.
- 50L to 200 L versions available.
- Mixing speed and cycle length adjustable.
- Water jacketed and five gallon creamers also available.
- Price: Starting at $1195
Lyson Hive Stand

Å Galvanized steel.
Å Adjustable legs work on uneven ground.
Å Two 2 x 4 cross supports required.
Å Holds up to five hives.
Å Price: $79.95
Lyson Steam Table-Top Uncapper

Å Sits on top of uncappping tank (at least 39” long).
Å Frames are placed on slide and manually pushed over the steam-heated knife. Frame is then reversed to uncap other side.
Å Steamer included.
Å *Price*: $375.00
Mention this webinar (code: K&J) to receive 10% off on all items discussed today (expires 12/15/16).
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ProVent Ventilated Jackets/Suits

Lightest weight suit available
Highly sting resistant
Extremely breathable and durable
Large open hood for improved visibility
Extra reinforcement in high wear areas
Large Velcro pockets and covered heavy duty zippers
Newly Designed Hive Top Feeder

- Galvanized screen held in place by plastic tabs prevents drowning
- Large 4 gallon capacity
- Easy access for refilling, no need to remove frames or box to fill.
Hive Alive

- Promotes intestinal well being
- Improved colony strength and
- Increased population.
- Improved winter survival
- Increased longevity and immunity improvement
ProDFM

- Microbial supplement to re-establish midgut health
- Aids in spring build up and minimizes winter loss
- Effective in cleaning up chalkbrood outbreaks
- Beneficial after other treatments, and pesticides or fungicide exposure.
- Easily fed to colonies in a dry form.

ProDFM ONLINE COUPON CODE
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Custom & Stock Marketing Solutions

- Labels
  - 16 Different sizes
  - 18 Stock Designs
  - Clear, Gold and Paper Base
- Banners (Pop-Up and Hanging)
- Table Runners

www.blueskybeesupply.com • (877) 529-9233

10% OFF STORE WIDE CODE: BEECULTURE10 (some exceptions apply) through Dec. 11th
BEEWorld Poly styrene Hives

- Used in Europe for OVER 40 years!
- Self-Locking Design
- Compatible with Wood Supers
- Lasts 4X Longer than Wood
- Over 50% Lighter than Wood
- Use Wood or Plastic Frames
- Can use on pallets
- Optional Swarm Prevention Kit
- Increased Wintering/Honey Production

www.blueskybeesupply.com • (877) 529-9233
Lega Pollen Dryer & Warming Cabinet

- Warms three 3.5 Gallon Pails (two 5G)
- Perfect for Muth Jars & other containers
- Great for Infusing Honey
- Digital Thermostat
- Programmable
- Includes Reinforced SS Shelves
- Purchase as Pollen Dryer with Screened Shelves or upgrade from Warmer!

www.blueskybeesupply.com • (877) 529-9233
Lega Hot Air Vaporizer

- Treats approx. 20 hives with one filling
- Treat Hives for 3¢ per application!
- 10 seconds per application
- High ROI in product and time savings
- Simple Design
- Use 2000 Sustained Watt Inv. Generator
- Included Foam Entrance Blocker

www.blueskybeesupply.com • (877) 529-9233
Request Our 2017 Catalog
info@blueskybeesupply.com

10% OFF STORE WIDE CODE: BEECULTURE10 (some exceptions apply) through Dec. 11th

www.blueskybeesupply.com • (877) 529-9233
Brushy Mountain Bee Farm

Â www.BrushyMountainBeeFarm.com
Â 1-800-233-7929
- Naturally occurring acid found in plants and honey.
- 95%+ efficacy on broodless colonies
- Application methods include:
  - Solution – Dizzle/Dribble
    - Up to 20 Colonies
  - Vaporizer
    - Up to 35 Colonies
  - Spraying Package

Oxalic Acid
EPA approved use in Honey Bee Colonies

www.BrushyMountainBeeFarm.com 1-800-233-7929
Vivaldi Board

Perfect Wintering Board
With the ventilation and the ability to feed your hives during winter, the Vivaldi Board is a must have.

The included screened box:
- Offers the ability to use dry sugar or fondant as feed.
- Creates a barrier between colony and use of absorbent material (e.g. burlap, straw, newspaper)
Long Hive

The Long Hive is the perfect solution for those beekeepers who are tired of lifting 80 lb. hive bodies for hive inspection. Lift the lid and you assess your hive population at a glance.

- Uses standard Langstroth Frames.
- Includes divider board to slowly grow out a colony or divide hive and manage two colonies.
- Accommodates two 10-Frame boxes if you want to super your hive.

www.BrushyMountainBeeFarm.com  1-800-233-7929
Ultimate Wood Hive Stand

The Ultimate Wood Hive Stand is a combination of our IPM Bottom Board and Cypress Hive Stand:
- Constructed out of Cypress
- Screened Bottom
- Accepts Corrugated Sheet for mite count

www.BrushyMountainBeeFarm.com 1-800-233-7929
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Next Kim&Jim show in January with more What’s New in 2017

Be sure to check out our archives at www.beecultue.com under Events at the top of the page

Keep up with the latest with our daily news on CATCH THE BUZZ, which has our schedule of events, the latest research news from all over the world, government projects and programs and the newest regulations that will affect you...www.beeculture.com under the CATCH THE BUZZ pull down

John, thanks for all your help, and Jim, it’s always good work with you.

And until next time, thanks for tuning in, watch for our next webinar in January and from all of us here tonight, and at Bee Culture and Root Candles, we wish you and yours the grandest and merriest Christmas and happiest new year imaginable. Thanks again folks, and good evening.